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"I suffer in an unknown manner that is hieroglyphical": Jung and Babette en route to Freud and Schreber
Angela Woods
To begin: two fragments.
The first is an embroidered jacket. It belonged to a woman called Agnes Richter who lived in an Austrian asylum in the late 1890s. In the words of artist Renée Turner, the jacket is "embroidered so intensively that reading is impossible in certain areas of the garment.
Words appear and disappear into seams and under layers of thread. There is no beginning or end, just spirals of intersecting fragmentary narratives. She is declarative: 'I,' 'mine,' 'my jacket,' 'my white stockings….', 'I am in the Hubert-us-burg / ground floor,' 'children,'
'sister' and 'cook.' In the inside she has written '1894 I am / I today woman.'" Reembroidering the laundry number printed on her jacket, "something institutional and distant" is transformed "into something intimate, obsessive and possessive." She transcribes herself. This is "hypertext"; this is "untamed writing." 1 The second fragment, from the first years of the twentieth century, is the transcript of an oral interview with another seamstress, Babette S.: "I am the finest professorship": "This is again the highest activity-double-twenty-five francs-I am double polytechnic irretrievable-professorship includes in itself the fine learned world-the finest world of art-I am also these titles-snail museum clothing, am I, that emanates from me-to cut no thread, to choose the best samples, those representing much, and consuming little cloth-I created that 1 Renée Turner, Fudge the Facts (blog), "Writing on a String* //notes for an exhibition//," March 22, 2008, http://www.fudgethefacts.com/?p=10.
2 that concerns me-the fine art world is, to apply the trimming where it can best be seen-plum cake on an Indian meal layer. " 2 *** The politics of the fragment, the fragment which undoes the system of representation, which, like the unconscious, does not stand for anything, is central to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari's turn to a third "mad text," Daniel Paul Schreber's Memoirs of My Nervous
Illness.
3 Their book, Anti-Oedipus, celebrates Schreber an exemplary "schizo"-an embodiment of the deterritorializing process of schizophrenia, a universal producer, atheist, nomad and orphan; a fragmentary figure par excellence. 4 Among the many scholars and devotees of Schreber's Memoirs, Deleuze and Guattari alone resist its hermeneutic lures by refusing to yield to the temptations of interpretation and explanation. As schizoanalysts they acknowledge what "Judge Schreber would not deny," namely, that before "being crushed in the psychiatric and psychoanalytic treadmill," before being reduced to Oedipus, "all delirium possesses a world-historical, political, and racial content, mixing and sweeping along races, cultures, continents, and kingdoms." 5 Forget the confines of the nursery or the Greek amphitheater; the schizo is connected to the world. Schreber's Memoirs enchants us through the seduction of wholeness. As Louis Sass notes: "the more closely one reads, the more difficult it becomes to dismiss the hope for achieving some kind of interpretive or empathetic understanding of Schreber's experiences.
The whole structure of his lived world seems to have such specificity and precision; one cannot help but wonder whether it is possible to discover a coherent system lying behind it all." 17 Hence, my opening insistence upon the fragment. What if instead of the coherent system-an achievement in part of the technology of autobiography-we attend to the "stammered, imperfect words without fixed syntax"? 18 For that we need to return to an earlier and much less celebrated pas de deux between psychoanalyst and psychotic patient, and to begin, for the last time, with the "discovery" of a new form of psychosis.
14 Reuben Fine, A History of Psychoanalysis (1979) , 54. 19 In a radical reorganization of the field of psychosis, hebephrenia, paranoia, and catatonia were all distinguished from manic-depressive psychosis as types of a single underlying disease.
Conceding that "the disease process in dementia praecox is not known," Kraepelin nevertheless believed dementia praecox was caused by "a definite disease process in the brain," perhaps triggered by an "autointoxication…related to processes in the sexual organs,"
and that a large percentage of patients were made vulnerable to the disease by their "defective heredity." 20 Despite meeting "lively resistance" from his peers, Kraepelin's account of this major form of psychosis (which was soon renamed schizophrenia by Eugen Blueler) survived without radical alteration for over one hundred years.
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For Kraepelin it was the appearance and endurance of symptoms, and not the symbolic content, which mattered for the purposes of diagnosis. Meaning, at that time, was almost exclusively the prerogative of an emerging psychoanalysis. Freud, as is well known, did not treat psychotic patients, or at least not willingly. Where Jung proves masterful in his analysis of her "word salad" (a term he coined) is through a rigorous, meticulous reading of seemingly impenetrable neologisms as symptomatic of specific complexes. Reluctant to speculate on why these complexes developed, he aims to show "how the patient, brought up under sad domestic conditions, amid distress and hard labor, creates in her psychosis an enormously complicated, and seemingly altogether confused fantastic structure."
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It is difficult when reading Babette's responses not to be struck by the literary quality of her fantastic structure. Jung treats them as a code to be deciphered or a poem to be interpreted, and also remarks frequently on their resemblance to dreams: Through his analysis of Babette, Jung sought to establish the paranoid form of dementia praecox as the disorder most amenable to psychoanalytic investigation, demonstrating, albeit tenuously, how the idiosyncratic content of a patient's symptoms followed previously identified narrative patterns (delusions of grandeur and persecution). For
Like a poet impelled by his inner impulses, the patient pictures to us in
Jung, the domain of dementia praecox was "too extensive and yet too obscure" for his work on paranoia to be conclusive; promising to extend his inquiry into catatonic and hebephrenic schizophrenia at a future date, his final statement is at once apologetic, defensive, and selfaggrandizing: "somebody finally had to take it upon himself to set the stone rolling." 47 And roll it did-inexorably on towards Freud's analysis of a text introduced to him by Jung,
Memoirs of My Nervous Illness.
Although many critics would prefer not to call attention to the influence of Jung's case study on "Psycho-Analytic Notes," its importance should not be underestimated. What
Jung presented was an analysis of an acutely psychotic patient-an analysis based upon psychological experiments in real time, conducted in an asylum, and involving a range of non-verbal and emotional communications that could not be captured adequately on the page. jack remains a tantalizing clue to an unknown world. "Ich" is the word easiest to discern, but whatever Agnes confided to that "I," that self, remains a mystery to everyone else.
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Babette Straub and Agnes Richter, seamstresses in turn of the century asylums, do not live on through a legacy that is legible. Their artifacts were not typed, bound and published; they were not explicitly addressed in sparkling prose to men of law, psychiatry, and theology; they evinced a powerful narrativity but eschewed or escaped autobiography's temporal, discursive conventions. Recasting Schreber's "exemplary" experience as simply "exceptional," the glimpses we have into the lives of Agnes and Babette remind us the fragment; silence, the seemingly illegible and undecipherable, can also testify to strength and suffering in madness. 
